
Millie the Mermaid
Who Couldn’t Swim

Assessment & Recording Sheets 
and Delivery Notes



Inclusive Stories are designed to be told not only by 
yourself, but by the story explorers too. This is why 
they have been designed to be visual and work with 
a variety of access devices. Allowing story explorers 
to tell the story is extremely powerful, being 
beneficial for understanding of cause and effect, 
communication skills and for self-esteem. 

Spend time trying to find the best access method 
for your story explorers! Remember, when you 
are telling the story, your delivery should be clear, 
enthusiastic and engaging, as a model for our 
story explorers. You should also take care to be 
consistent in your delivery, to aid understanding. 
Other language should be kept to a minimum, so 
try and keep other adults (and yourself!) quiet when 
not telling the story!   

The sensory props used in the story should be 
interesting enough to encourage exploration whilst 
delivering a strong sensory punch! There is no room 
for subtleties in a sensory story! We are looking for 
items and experiences that will foster anticipation, 
interaction, choice making and recognition. Having 
multiple versions of the props is beneficial in terms 
of moving the story along, however, some wait time 
(as long as it is not excessive) and turn taking can 
be advantageous to many story explorers. 

The stories are designed to be told again and again, 
so the story explorer can build up their knowledge 
of the story and props and begin to predict and 
control their experiences. Please note: the props list 
contained in this document are simply suggestions. 
Feel free to choose the props that work for you and 
your story explorers!

Some story explorers will be working on 
augmentative communication strategies and 
Inclusive Stories are fabulous for allowing our story 
explorers to build simple sentences (for example “I 
see Mermaid”) or communicating key words. This 
can be on a high-tech communication device or 
through a simple symbol or key word strip. 

Familiarity is key; familiarity of both your story 
explorers and the story. The more you know 
your story explorers, the better the storytelling 
experience will be as you explore props together 
and know how your story explorer interacts! 
Inclusive Stories can be quite intimate affairs so 
everyone needs to feel as comfortable as can be. 

Familiarity of the story means your delivery is more 
consistent and effective and you can concentrate 
on your audience. When story explorers are familiar 
with the story and its props, they will engage and 
react more positively. Repeating the stories can 
be ‘safe’ and comforting for many story explorers 
too, excellent for some anxious story explorers who 
resist change and crave routine. It’s worth noting 
that the story is about Millie overcoming her fears, 
so if you have apprehensive story explorers, be sure 
to do some follow up work around this.

We have been very careful to make Millie a very 
expressive Mermaid! If your story explorers are 
working on understanding their own and others’ 
emotional cues, then take time to draw attention 
to Millie’s facial expressions as her story progresses. 
Be sure to change your storytelling voice too, to 
really emphasise that sadness, happiness, fear or 
surprise. 

Most importantly, have lots and lots AND LOTS of 
fun! These stories are designed to be a wonderful, 
shared, empowering experience that can be 
enjoyed as a group or individually. You will see 
many benefits for your story explorers and develop 
increasingly constructive ways to extend the story 
to constantly reinforce it.  

Avast raise a glass for Millie!

Some tips before you start…
Set the scene for your story explorers to allow them to know that it’s story time! You 
may have a piece of music or an object of reference that acts as a sensory cue. There 
may be a certain location that you deliver your stories in, or even a certain person who 
facilitates the story telling. Consistency is key to allowing our story explorers to anticipate 
and familiarise themselves with the storytelling routine.

Introduction



Storyline Suggested Props

Drink or lip balm/weaning pouch for nil by 
mouth. Single switch communicator with 
song/“Aaaarrrgh!”

Wig or mermaid toy. Mirror.

Sand tray with optional hidden objects & 
rock (optional.)

Walking along the beach one day, I got a bit of a shock! 
As I saw the strangest lady, sat upon a rock!

Her face was simply beautiful, it was difficult not to stare.
She had the prettiest, but saddest eyes, and lovely tumbling hair.

She wore a beautiful bikini, each part a different shell.
Instead of legs she had a fish’s tail! (Which caused a bit of a smell!)

Fish smell (smell cube, tuna fish, crabstick 
etc.) Mermaid’s tail (reversible sequinned 
ones are great!) or towel. Box of shells, or 
bikini with glued on shells.

She sobbed “My name is Millie Mermaid, and woe, oh woe is me!
I’m the worst mermaid in the world, because I’m frightened of the 
sea!”

BigMack/Big Step by Step with crying noise(s) 
or 2Talk with a choice of crying noises. Be 
sure to use the switch covers from the 
‘Printables’ section of the story. App with 
crying mask. Pipette.

“It’s full of scary creatures, creepy shipwrecks and trash to spoil it!
And please don’t get me started, on what comes out of a human’s 
toilet!”

Undersea creature toys. Visual mask app. 
Aquarium app. Bag of trash. Fake poop.

“So I’ve never been in the water, the situation is grim!
I must be the only mermaid, who cannot even swim!” Water spray. Water play items.

Fat tears rolled down her pretty cheeks and landed with a splash!
Then somewhere across the ocean, we heard a mighty CRASH!

A loud drum or percussion instrument. 
BIGmack.

A Pirate ship in trouble! “Abandon ship! Dive! Dive! Dive!
Whose idea was it, to let Two-Eyepatch McMurphy drive?” Dark cloth. Eyepatches. Change in lighting.

The pirate boat had run aground! The stricken ship was sinking!
Brave Millie dived into the sea, without even thinking!

Millie swam like a torpedo! Saved naughty pirates one by one!
And now those grateful pirates, have written her a song!

Underwater footage. Inclusive ClassVR. Voile 
(with optional underwater shapes sewn in.)

Water beads with hidden toy pirates. Fake 
poop.

“Avast raise a glass for Millie! The mermaid who saved me! 
Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum, for the best swimmer in the sea! 
Aaaaarrrrgh!”



Line 1 “I was walking along the beach one day, when I got a bit of a shock!
I saw the strangest lady, sitting on a rock!”

Introducing the beach…
Tactile sand play (feet): This part of the story introduces the fact that we are on the beach, moreover 
walking on that beach so it’s a good idea to put your story explorer’s feet in a tray of sand (remember, touch 
doesn’t just mean using the fingers!). The first time you tell this story you may well have some resistance to 
this, but hopefully over subsequent retellings, the story explorer will be much more likely to put their feet in the 
sand, showing progress.
 
Tactile sand play (hands): If your story explorer enjoys exploring with their hands, then by all means provide 
a sand tray here. Sand play is an effective way of allowing your story explorers to be creative in a very 
unstructured way and is extremely beneficial for a wide range of developmental and therapeutic reasons. Try 
hiding interesting, beach themed items in the sand such as toys (small bucket, spade, toy crabs etc.) rough 
shells and smooth, sparkling sea glass. You may well want to include a large rock in the tray, after all that’s 
what Millie was sitting on! Your story explorers will enjoy the contrast of the rough, cold texture of the stone 
against the soft, warm sand. They may also enjoy the sensory feedback of the heaviness of the stone. 

Line 2 “Her face was simply beautiful, It was difficult not to stare! 
She had the prettiest but, saddest eyes, and lovely tumbling hair!”

Introducing Millie the Mermaid…
Visual/tactile wig: Pop a fetching, tumbling wig on your head and let your story explorers explore it, many 
won’t be able to resist pulling it off! Use the wig to play ‘peekaboo’ with your face, particularly concentrating 
on the eyes. Eye contact is extremely important in pre-formal communication, so drawing attention to the 
eyes is very good practice. If the story explorer will tolerate it, try putting the wig on their heads and allowing 
them to explore their face in a mirror. Do they recognise themselves? Do they intentionally move their head 
or even toss their hair? 

Visual, virtual wig: If your story explorer cannot tolerate a wig, then there are several excellent apps that can 
change your story explorer’s face in real time, almost like a magic mirror! Try using Snapchat or Instagram, for 
example. There are thousands of ‘masks’ or ‘lenses’ that can transform your story explorer’s face. Many story 
explorers become extremely animated with this activity, which can be great for motor coordination skills and 
intentional movement.

Tactile/visual mermaid toy: Try providing your story explorers with a mermaid toy. There are many with 
gloriously flowing hair and rough or shiny, visually interesting tails (some even light up!) which many story 
explorers will enjoy exploring. Again, try hiding and reintroducing the toy, allow them to track it and grab it and 
manipulate it if they can. 

Emotional role play: Just a brief note to remember that Millie has ‘the saddest eyes!’ so it may be prudent 
to do some work on facial expression and emotion. Many of our story explorers may have an impairment in 
social relationships, and therefore find understanding non-verbal communication difficult. This story can offer 
opportunities to explore a range of feelings and emotions.



Line 3 “She wore a beautiful bikini, each part a different shell!
Instead of legs she had a fish’s tail! Which caused a bit of a smell!”

Describing Millie…
Olfactory fish smell: Smell is a primal, very powerful sense that is hardwired to the limbic system. This part of 
the brain is involved in behavioural and emotional responses, so can be very powerful in storytelling.

The smell of fish can be a very potent sensory stimulant, with story explorers either loving or hating it, great for 
pre-intentional communication. Try introducing some tuna fish or crabsticks (crabsticks will last longer in the 
refrigerator and can be easy for story explorers to hold and dismantle.) Many of the story explorers recognise 
these smells and will lick their lips to show pleasure or turn away. This pre-intentional communication is 
absolutely fundamental to all learning so it is important be introduced as many opportunities as you can to 
allow our story explorers to express themselves.  If a story explorer does lick their lips or show anticipation, by 
all means allow them to taste.

Visual/Tactile fish’s tail: You may want to focus on the fish’s tail here, and there are several excellent 
ones to buy in shops. Try finding one with reversible sequins as many story explorers love these. There are 
mermaid tail towels too, which you may want to wrap your story explorers in for some deep pressure or 
proprioceptive feedback.  

Line 4 “She sobbed “My name is Millie Mermaid, and woe, oh woe, is me!” 
I’m the worst mermaid in the world, because I’m frightened of the sea!”

Millie’s problem…
Aural crying & fear: As mentioned previously, Inclusive Stories are great for exploring emotion, which many 
of our story explorers may find difficult to process. Here, try using a Big Step by Step, Story Sequencer or an 
iTalk2 to have a mixture of crying and frightened sounds. The iTalk2 is great for introducing choice to story 
explorers, which sound will they play? (here, you can have an errorless choice of two cries, or a laugh and 
a cry, with your story explorer identifying the correct response.) Try and introduce roleplay here by getting 
your story explorers to vocalise on the AAC devices, many will respond very positively to hearing their own 
vocalisations.

Visual/aural crying: There are several apps that feature ‘masks’ to change your face (Snapchat & Instagram 
being favourites) which often feature a crying mask. Some of the best one’s cry when you open your mouth, 
which is an added cause and effect reaction.

Tactile crying: A very powerful way to simulate crying is to use a pipette to drop a tear on the cheek of the 
story explorer, however, you should have a very trusting relationship with your story explorer to do this. 



Line 5 “It’s full of scary creatures, shipwrecks and trash to spoil it!
And please don’t get me started, on what comes out of a human’s toilet!”

Millie’s fear…
Visual/tactile Underwater toys: There are thousands of scary (and not so scary) underwater toys which your 
story explorers can manipulate and explore, many with fantastically tactile qualities. ‘Peekaboo’ style activities 
are extremely important to development so feel free to indulge in some fun play here. If your story explorer is 
older, you can still do a kind of grown up peekaboo game, using the Jaws theme on a BigMack and a rubber 
shark. Of course, be mindful of story explorers who may have seizures here, giving shocks and frights may not 
be the best way forward for many of our story explorers. 

Visual Mask App: Again, face changing apps can be very good here at turning your story explorers into 
sharks, fish and other sea creatures and exploration of our own features is very important. 

Visual projected Aquarium app: There are many great aquarium apps that can be shone onto voile or net 
tents to create an amazing effect. The ‘Aquarium Live’ app has an excellent ‘Shark Paradise’ setting which 
features scary sharks swimming past the story explorer!

Larger tactile toys to promote problem solving/gross motor skills: Large tentacled creatures, such as 
an Octopus, can be great for wrapping around your story explorer, giving some nice deep pressure. The 
story explorer then has to ‘fight’ the creature off, using gross motor, proprioceptive and thinking skills to 
free themselves. When the story explorer is free, everyone in the room should celebrate their magnificent 
achievement! 

Tactile trash: Poor Millie is also afraid of the trash that humans are ruining the seas with as well as the 
sewage from human’s toilets! Here you can introduce a bag of noisy, tactile trash that your story explorers 
may find visually and aurally stimulating. Alternatively, try attaching some plastic bottles, ribbons, pipe 
cleaners and other sensory objects onto some blue voile. This looks extremely effective when slowly waved 
like water, especially with coloured lights shining on it. Your story explorers will enjoy exploring the attached 
items too!

Sewage: If your story explorers are able, you can add a fun element to the story with some brown modelling 
clay or a fake poop from a joke shop. Making a big fuss of passing the poop to each other or dangling it 
sensibly near story explorers can be a highly amusing game, leading to a big reaction from story explorers 
if they are cognitively able enough to understand the joke. Please use your professional judgement and be 
sensitive here; if you have story explorers who smear or people who are likely to experiment with their poop, 
then it’s not really something that we want to be encouraging.



Line 6 “ So I’ve never been in the water, the situation is grim!
I must be the only mermaid, who cannot even swim!”

Millie’s dilemma...
Water spray: A water spray is an excellent tool for encouraging anticipation and interaction. Over time, many 
story explorers recognise the sight or sound of a water spray and will give a very expressive verbal or pre-
verbal response. Please be sensitive when using the water spray – (generally) do not spray directly at the 
faces of a story explorer as we want our story to be enjoyable, not uncomfortable or frightening. Try spraying 
upwards, so that a fine mist slowly falls and lands on your story explorer, this is wonderful for increasing 
anticipation and feels much more enjoyable than a cold hard spray. Try spraying different parts of the body 
to help with body awareness and proprioception too. 

Water play: Water play is an open-ended activity which is fantastic for developing a range of skills such 
as hand eye coordination through actions like pouring, splashing, stirring and so on. It also helps with 
understanding of the world, problem solving, basic numeracy and communication skills and much more. 
Be sure to add food colouring and oil to the water as well as smells such as mint or vanilla to enhance the 
experience. Make sure you have plenty of items in the water to explore, and, if appropriate tools to access 
them (slotted spoons, spades, jugs, toy sea creatures etc.) 

Gross motor swimming movements: This line is also effective for promoting proprioceptive work by 
simulating swimming movements with the arms. This can work well as part of a physiotherapy program if 
that is appropriate to your story explorer.

Line 7 “Fat tears rolled down her pretty cheeks and landed with a splash!
Then somewhere across the ocean, we heard a mighty CRASH!”

Making a crash!
Large frame drum/other musical instrument: This is a great line for empowering our story explorers, as 
everybody likes making a great big noise, especially those for whom making noise can be difficult. Of course, 
your delivery of this line is vital! You must build up the anticipation in the way you deliver the final word… 
“CRASH!” (if you deliver it at all, the story explorer might want to communicate “CRASH” with the drum.)

If your story explorer has a well-developed grasp, encourage them to hold a mallet (that’s a drumstick to 
me and you) to hit the frame drum. Of course, you don’t have to hit the drum with your hand, you can use 
whatever extremity you have most control over. Note: Please be sensitive to the needs of your story explorers 
if they suffer from seizures making a big, almighty crash.  Again, ensure you know the needs of your story 
explorers well to reduce the chance of seizure. 

Single switch communicator: Having a “CRASH!” or explosive sound on a BIGMack or other communication 
device is also an excellent way of delivering this line whilst increasing understanding of cause and effect.

Anything else: Any method of making a noise is welcomed here, it could be bashing some blocks, knocking 
something off a wheelchair tray or even verbalising. Empowering your story explorers to make a crash is key!



Line 8 “A pirate ship in trouble! Abandon ship! Dive! Dive! Dive!”
“Whose idea was it, to let Two-Eyepatch McMurphy drive?”

Two-Eyepatch McMurphy.
Light and darkness: Here we are looking for a simple, strong, visual cue. Try putting a piece of black cloth 
over your story explorer (with their blessing, of course) instantly giving the impression of darkness! If you are 
telling this story in a sensory room, or if you have blackout blinds, then you could slowly turn out the lights, 
until the room is in darkness. 

Eyepatches: If you want to convey what’s happening in the story a little more literally, try giving two 
eyepatches to your story explorers to wear. This is great for numeracy and recognising features of the face. A 
quick tip here is to laminate two eyepatch shapes, which can then be quickly presented to the story explorer 
to put over their eyes.

Line 9 “The pirate boat had run aground! The stricken ship was sinking! 
Brave Millie dived into the sea, without even thinking!”

Millie’s swim.
Visual underwater footage: Play some underwater footage (there is lots on YouTube) and encourage 
your story explorers to mimic swimming underwater. This role play is great for proprioceptive, vestibular 
and gross motor movements; so, if they can, encourage your story explorers to traverse the classroom like 
it’s the bottom of the sea. If you are lucky enough to have Inclusive ClassVR, then load up one of the many 
underwater scenes and allow your story explorers to magically experience Millie’s journey under the waves!

Coloured/decorated voile: Gently waving blue voile in front of your story explorers can really give the effect 
of being underwater. Making it rise, fall and ripple can be very stimulating. You may want to stitch or pin some 
underwater creatures and visually appealing plants and seaweed to it too, to increase visual and tactile 
stimulation. This can be a great project for an art or textiles session with your story explorers.

Gross motor swimming movements: This line is also effective for promoting proprioceptive work by 
simulating swimming movements with the arms. This can work well as part of a physiotherapy program if 
that is appropriate to your story explorer.

Line 10 “Millie swam like a torpedo! Saved naughty pirates one by one!
And now those grateful pirates, have written her a song!”

Rescuing the pirates!
Water beads and toy pirates: Hide some pirate toys in a tray filled with water beads. It can be great fun 
as your story explorer finds the pirates in the beads – differentiating between the soft, slippery water beads 
and hard, plastic pirates. Holding and transferring the pirates from the ‘water’ to land contains many of the 
building blocks for key developmental concepts. For fun, you may want to hide your fake poop from earlier 
amongst the beads, as it can be hilarious when someone finds it!  

Water play: If you don’t have any water beads, then a dish of water will do. As mentioned in the water play 
section, be sure to add food colouring to the water to make it more visually striking.



Line 11 “Avast raise a glass for Millie! The mermaid who saved me!
Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum the best swimmer in the sea! Aaaarrrgh!”

Pirate Party Time!
Tasting ‘Rum’: A celebratory gustatory taste sense at the end of the story will be welcomed by many! 
Something different from the usual class drink to signify the rum can be exciting here for many story 
explorers, for example some fizzy Cola or blackcurrant. Use this time to discuss the story, dress as pirates 
and sing a range of sea shanties! If your story explorer is nil by mouth, try using an appropriate lip balm or 
putting a taste e.g. frozen cola, in a weaning pouch/baby feeder.  

Singing: Like all good stories, Millie’s tale ends on a song! Songs are great for promoting cohesion, 
anticipation, communication skills and many more. If your story explorer is pre-verbal, be sure to put the song, 
or at least the final “Aaaarrrgh!” on a single switch communicator to enable them to join in and encourage 
switch timing. During this activity, get those limbs moving with a dance and some good old fashioned 
vestibular rocking!


